MINIATURE PINSCHERS
JUDGE: Mr Patrick Farmer

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Senior Dogs 12 Mos & Under 15 Mos.

(583) FENTON ENERGETIC BUNNY. TR899790/01. 02/25/2009. BREEDER:
Owner. By Ch Fenton's Jazz Session-Fenton Electric Bunny. OWNER:
Hope F Levene.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Junior Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

(582) FENTONS' GRACE UNDER FIRE. TR927427/01. 07/18/2009.
BREEDER: Owner. By Fenton's Jackpot-Amazing Grace. OWNER: Hope
F Levene.

REGULAR CLASSES
MINIATURE PINSCHERS
JUDGE: Mrs Charlotte P Patterson

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs.

1/W/BB/BW 583 FENTON ENERGETIC BUNNY. TR899790/01. 02/25/2009. BREEDER:
Owner. By Ch Fenton's Jazz Session-Fenton Electric Bunny. OWNER:
Hope F Levene.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Dogs Black & Rust Red.

1/R 585 G.I.P.'S PRINCE CHARMING. TR689738/01. 07/08/2007. BREEDER:
OWNER: Pamela R Pinder. AGENT: Pam Hulsey.

2 587 SIRIUS' MY HARRY HOUDINI. TR795495/01. 01/10/2008. BREEDER:
Judy A Ward. By Ch Flashfires Crimal Clyde-Siruis Black Lace Nighty.
OWNER: Judy A Ward & Kathryn Clemonds.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

1/R 582 FENTONS' GRACE UNDER FIRE. TR927427/01. 07/18/2009.
BREEDER: Owner. By Fenton's Jackpot-Amazing Grace. OWNER: Hope
F Levene.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches.

1/W/OS 584 FENTON'S CHEYENNE DREAM CATCHER. TR664435/01.
02/15/2007. BREEDER: Hope F Levene. By Ch Fenton's Emmett-Fenton's
Cheyenne Sundance. OWNER: Hope F Levene.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Black & Rust Red.

BREEDER: Hope Levene. By Ch Fenton's Jazz Session-Ch Fenton's Electric
Bunny. OWNER: Gwen Barger. AGENT: Sharon Boyd.
A

